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Drop bears were undetected in the Australian bush for many years.  Now 
more and more people have become aware of this little Aussie predator 

lurking high up in the tall gum trees.

Stories of drop bears are whispered around campfires, Bush guides warn 
unsuspecting tourists, Rangers put out signs, Aussie soldiers are trained to 

avoid them and the scouts are always prepared.

If you haven’t heard about Australia’s drop bear, this book is a must read – 
it may save you the next time you go walking in the bush.  
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Before you begin this book, note these  
5 SAFETY TIPS to protect you from DROP BEARS

There are no recorded drop bear attacks 
on people who ventured into the bush 
with forks in their hair.

It seems drop bears 
target people with strange 
accents.  To reduce risk of 
attack, speak with a strong 
Orstralyian accent saying 
lots of Aussie slang words.

Swagmen found stringing corks 
to their hats not only kept the flies 
away but the drop bears as well.

It is believed drop bears 
react badly to salt.  That’s 
why many campers now 
make a salt ring around their 
tents to keep them safe.

Locals believe a smear of 
Vegemite or OzEmite on the face 
repels drop bears.  These Aussie 
products are proven drop bear 
repellents.  Dab it on like sun 
cream lotion: DB 50+.





Be careful when you walk
in the Australian bush.



A strange, furry creature is hiding high 
up in the gum trees.





It’s not a koala.  
It’s not a possum.  
No, neither is it a wombat 
that’s lost its way.







The locals call it a drop bear, 
but it’s not a bear at all.  
No one really knows what it is.





It lives in a hollow gum tree, 
very close to a bush track. 
Always listening – always waiting.



Sometimes the drop bear squeezes into its 
tree-den, but keeps an eye on the world 
outside by peeping through a little hole. 







It always seems to be awake.  
If it sleeps at all, it must be very little.   





Drop bears are always on guard, no matter the weather 
– come rain, hail or shine.



When it hears someone walking through the bush, 
the drop bear croaks out its strange call:  



If you ever hear that odd croak, quickly walk 
the other way.  Don’t worry, it won’t follow you.



Even so, there are always 
bush-walkers who have 
never heard of drop bears.  



They become curious

when they hear: 

echoing through

the bush. 



As soon as the drop bear sees a bush-walker 
heading its way,  it scampers quietly to an 
overhanging branch and prepares its trap.





Step by step, the curious bush-walker 
moves closer to the drop bear tree – 
unaware there is danger ahead.



Should the bush-walker look like turning back, 
the sly drop bear croaks a quick:

to urge her on.





Then just as the unwary bush-walker 
steps under its tree, the drop bear jumps 
off its high perch and plummets down.



Drop bears always hit their target.  





As the drop bear falls it cries out its 
strange call for the very last time:

next landing with a thud on the head 
of its poor, unsuspecting victim. 





While the bush-walker is still dazed, the drop bear 
grabs her hat and runs off into the bush.

It is then the stunned bush-walker becomes the first 
person to hear the new cry of the drop bear: 







‘Hooroo for now.’
(That’s Aussie for goodbye.)



Come explore the incredible world of:

Where drop bears and hoop snakes are just the beginning.
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Hi, I’m Kip Nutter,
author of this book

plus many more that
explore the amazing

world of
Mythic Australia.

Please visit
our website:

There is so much for you to discover.
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Did you spot the hidden Willie Wagtail on every 
double page spread. If not, see if you can find 

them.


